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Abstract. In this article, the concept of a universal numerical integrator is mathematically deﬁned. Based on this deﬁnition it is possible to derive three useful methodologies for
representation and modeling of real-world dynamic systems. The three methodologies in
question are the NARMAX (Nonlinear AutoRegressive Moving Average with eXogenous
inputs), the instantaneous derivatives methodology and the mean derivatives methodology. All of these methodologies work to model real-world dynamic systems through supervised learning using input/output training patterns. The concept of universal numerical integrators combines the mathematical deﬁnitions of a classical numerical integrator
(e.g., Runge-Kutta Integrators, Adams-Bashforth Integrators, and Predictor-Corrector
Methods) and a universal approximator of functions (e.g., artiﬁcial neural networks or
Mamdani-type fuzzy inference systems). The practical applications of these methodologies are vast and involve, for example, river basin outﬂow forecasting, sunspot prediction
and control theory. In control theory these three methodologies can be used in adaptive
control, predictive control or in IMC (Internal Model Control) structures.
Keywords: Numerical integrators, Universal approximator of functions, NARMAX
methodology, Instantaneous and mean derivatives methodologies, Euler neural networks,
Runge-Kutta neural networks, Adams-Bashforth neural networks

1. Introduction. The development of the mathematical theories used in the analytical
approach of problems involving the solution of dynamic systems began with the development of diﬀerential and integral calculus by Newton and Leibniz that were elaborated
during the last quarter of century XVII. In this context the ﬁrst diﬀerential equations
arise. Great advances have occurred since then, and as early as the eighteenth century
the diﬀerential equations became a new branch of mathematics and became an independent discipline.
Great advances were made during the eighteenth century, such as the method of resolution by separable variables, linear equations, Bernoulli’s equations, and Riccati’s equations. At the end of the eighteenth century the study of the diﬀerential equations already
elaborated by Euler, Lagrange and Laplace became so important that they already included problems involving variational calculus, celestial mechanics, ﬂuid dynamics, complex variables, power series, Bessel functions, among others (see [1]). However, it can be
said that it was only during the 19th century that the great movement of foundation and
expansion took place in the studies of diﬀerential equations. At this time, the qualitative theory of the diﬀerential equations appeared and, later, the study of the stability
and instability of dynamic systems without previously knowing the analytical solution
of such systems (e.g., [1,6,7]). Introduced by Poincaré in 1881, qualitative theory (e.g.,
DOI: 10.24507/ijicic.15.01.383
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[1,7,76,77]) is a fundamental landmark in the evolution of diﬀerential equations. The
general stability problem was studied independently by Poincaré and Liapounov and are
considered the founders of the qualitative theory of the diﬀerential equations. In 1908,
mathematicians Runge and Kutta developed the high-order numerical integrators and the
discrete solution for nonlinear and non-autonomous dynamic systems (see [3-5,8-11]), but
still in the deterministic case. Although a general and continuous analytical solution for
systems of ordinary diﬀerential equations for the nonlinear and non-autonomous case is
not yet known, in the 20th and 21st centuries much theoretical grounding in the study of
such equations was obtained with great success using the discrete approach (e.g., [12,1417,19-23]). However, this whole theory is applicable only to theoretical models and does
not work well when the application of interest in modeling of real world dynamic systems
must be developed from experimental data or from laboratory experiments.
In this way, the most appropriate theory to deal with experimental data is the estimation or least squares theory. Its origin is attributed to two great mathematicians: Gauss
in the year 1795 and Legendre in the year 1808. These two mathematicians developed this
theory for the following purpose: to predict the orbits of comets and thus to determine
the date of their returns to Earth through data obtained through astronomical observations. The estimation theory, at this time, was developed from the concepts of diﬀerential
and integral calculus and left some theoretical aspects open. Fortunately, Kalman in [2]
idealizes the estimation theory from the concept of random variables and, therefore, the
stochastic treatment for formulation and resolution of dynamic systems, making it more
complete from the mathematical point of view in relation to the Gaussian approach and
Legendre.
The Russian mathematician A. N. Kolmogorov (1903-1987) solves in 1957 the problem
proposed by Hilbert in 1900, that is, which is based on the demonstration of the possibility of representing any function of n-dimensional space through a linear combination
of limited and one-dimensional functions. From this it becomes possible to elaborate
the existence of a universal approximator of functions (see [24-30]). Hornik et al. [25]
adapt Kolmogorov’s work to the case of artiﬁcial neural networks, and from that point
on it becomes known the mathematical proof of the existence of a universal approximator of functions for the mapping of an m-dimensional space for the n-dimensional space
through neural networks with feedforward architecture, more precisely, MLP (Multilayer
Perceptron) networks. In this way, artiﬁcial neural networks are regarded as universal
estimators for experimental data. Because they are universal estimators, an attempt has
been made to represent real world dynamical systems from it and not from the theory
of diﬀerential equations, since the latter does not deal directly with experimental data.
Thus, the representation and modeling of dynamic systems from MLP networks with the
NARMAX methodology and later application in control theory were developed, among
others, by Hunt and Sbarbaro in [72].
However, dealing with neural networks in practice is very costly because it requires
many empirical adjustments and reasonable consumption of computational processing of
hardware and software, making it in some cases even impracticable. In order to minimize
the practical problems of using neural networks, in the modeling of dynamic systems,
other techniques were still also proposed using neural networks. In this way, it seems to
be convincing that it is happening, an interesting event, to adapt the estimation theory
to the theory of the diﬀerential equations. This has the great purpose of making neural
networks more user friendly from such techniques and at the same time continuing to use
experimental data. However, this approach has the drawback of leaving the mathematical
part of the development of neural networks a little more complex.
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Wang and Lin in [13] propose the representation of dynamic systems from a Radial
Basis Function (RBF) network or a Multilayer Perceptron network inserted into a highorder numerical integration structure, such as the use of single step integrators of the type
Runge-Kutta 4-5. These authors introduce in the literature the term Runge-Kutta neural
networks or instantaneous derivatives methodology. It can be said that this is a very
relevant work, because it combines the theoretical development of the neural networks
together with some theoretical aspects of the ordinary diﬀerential equations. Melo and
Tasinaﬀo in [18] introduce the neural networks with Multilayer Perceptron architecture inserted into high-order numerical integrators with multiple steps named Adams-Bashforth.
Rios Neto et al. in [56-58,69,70] apply the higher-order neural integration structures
of the Adams-Bashforth and Runge-Kutta types in dynamic system modeling (using the
instantaneous derivatives methodology) and subsequent application in predictive control
theory. They still compare this performance with the NARMAX methodology.
Tasinaﬀo et al. in [64,71] published two articles on the topic of neural networks and
low-order numerical integration structures in the representation of non-linear dynamic
systems and subsequent application in control. Among the methodologies proposed by
them is the mean derivatives methodology. It is worth mentioning that the mathematical
consistency of this methodology is evaluated through some previously existing theorems in
the qualitative theory of the diﬀerential equations. In [61] the mean derivatives methodology with artiﬁcial neural networks with Multilayer Perceptron architecture is used. A
detailed mathematical formalism of mean derivatives methodology can be found in [6466]. In [65] the mean derivatives methodology is used with Mamdani-type fuzzy inference
systems. In Tasinaﬀo and Rios Neto [71] is developed a very brief theoretical and practical
application of the mean derivatives methodology in predictive control structures.
The mathematical concept of universal numerical integrators encompasses, in a general
way, the three methodologies for modeling nonlinear dynamical systems in the real world.
The three methodologies in question are the NARMAX methodology, the instantaneous
derivatives methodology (which involves high order numerical integrators) and the mean
derivatives methodology (which involves low order integrators). Universal numerical integrators can also be perfectly used in control theory.
The content of this article is divided into 7 sections. Section 2 deﬁnes and classiﬁes
the main types of classical numerical integrators. Section 3 mathematically deﬁnes a universal approximator of functions. Section 4 mathematically deﬁnes a universal numerical
integrator. This deﬁnition combines the concepts of classical numerical integrators with
universal approximator of functions. Section 5 describes in detail the three methodologies
for the representation of nonlinear dynamic systems, from the concept of universal numerical integrators. Section 6 brieﬂy describes the use of universal numerical integrators
in control theory. Section 7 brieﬂy describes the main conclusions of this article.
2. Brief Description about the Key Types of Numerical Integrators. In this
section we suggest some computational algorithms used to numerically solve ordinary
diﬀerential equations or system of diﬀerential equations. Let f = f (y, t) be a real function
of two real variables deﬁned for a ≤ t ≤ b where a and b are ﬁnite, and for every real
value of y. The equation
ẏ = f (y, t)

(1)

is called an ordinary diﬀerential equation of the ﬁrst order; it symbolizes the following
problem: ﬁnd a function y = y(t), continuous and diﬀerentiable for t ∈ [a, b], such that
ẏ(t) = f (y(t), t)

(2)
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for all t ∈ [a, b]. The function y = y(t) with this property is called the solution of the
diﬀerential equation (1). In general, a diﬀerential equation can have many solutions. To
avoid this type of problem, you must specify the value of the function y(t) at a given
point, for example, y(t) = η in t = a. In many application problems it may be found
not with a simple diﬀerential equation, but with a system of m simultaneous ﬁrst order
equations with dependent variables 1 y, 2 y, . . . , m y. If each of these variables satisﬁes a
given initial condition for the same value a of t, then we have an initial value problem for
a ﬁrst-order system, which can be written:
(
)
1
ẏ = 1 f t, 1 y, 2 y, . . . , m y , 1 y(a) = 1 η
(
)
2
ẏ = 2 f t, 1 y, 2 y, . . . , m y , 2 y(a) = 2 η
(3)
( 1 2
)
m
m
m
m
m
ẏ = f t, y, y, . . . , y ,
y(a) = η
Introducing the vector notation:
⃗y =
f⃗ =
⃗η =

[1

y, 2 y, . . . , m y

[1
[1

]T

f, 2 f, . . . , m f

]T

n, 2 n, . . . , m n

]T

(4a)
= f⃗(t, ⃗y )

(4b)
(4c)

then, we can write the initial value problem (3) in the form:
⃗y˙ = f⃗(t, ⃗y ),

⃗y (a) = ⃗η

(5)

It can be shown that a second order ordinary diﬀerential equation can be transformed
into a system of two ﬁrst order diﬀerential equations, a third order equation in a system
of two second order diﬀerential equations, and so on. In this way, any high order system
can be transformed into a ﬁrst order system and fall into the situation given by Equations
(3) or (5). Given the existence of diﬀerential equations (3) for systems, then it can be
said that they will not always have an analytical solution, especially if they are non-linear.
In these cases only numerical solutions can be obtained. Thus, there are basically two
classes of numerical methods for solving a system of ﬁrst order diﬀerential equations (e.g.,
[3-8,11]):
a) simple step method, which computes the value of y in only one step ∆t = h in the
independent variable t by using only the information coming from the functions made
between t and t + ∆t (local point of view);
b) multi-step method, which computes a step by using the information over several
preceding steps (global view).
The general approximation for a numerical solution of a diﬀerential equation involves a
sequence of discrete points, equally spaced or not, in the form t0 , t1 , t2 , . . .. At each point
tn , the solution y(tn ) is approximated by a number yn which is computed from earlier
values. That is, at each step, an approximation is made using the values of the previous
approximations. In other words, an error at a given point is propagated with integration
progress. Thus, hn = tn+1 − tn must be adjusted and the error in y(tn ) must be estimated.
Simple Step Methods. The simple step method is an algorithm which describes a numerical technique for calculating the approximation for solution in yn+1 , in terms of the value
in an earlier step (yn ). The simple step methods are mainly divided into two categories:
Taylor series methods and Runge-Kutta methods.
The Runge-Kutta Methods. It is much easier to have a polynomial that agrees with y
and ẏ on tn and with ẏ (or f ) on several other arguments close to tn than a polynomial
that agrees with tn and its k derivatives in tn (Taylor series). The Runge-Kutta methods
are based on this principle. The second-order equations of the Runge-Kutta method are
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given below, but without demonstration:
k1 = h · f (yn , tn )
k2 = h · f (tn + h/2, y n + k1 /2)
yn+1 ∼
= y n + k2

(6a)
(6b)
(6c)

Thus, Equations (6a), (6b) and (6c) form a scheme to obtain yn+1 , where the values of
tn and yn are known, for an accuracy O(h2 ). This solution also involves knowing f (y, t)
in two distinct points given by (y n , tn ) and (tn + h/2, y n + k1 /2). The equation described
is the second-order Runge-Kutta process. The general Runge-Kutta method is deﬁned as
(see [8]):
yn+1 = yn + h · Φ(tn , yn , h)
(7a)
where,
Φ(tn , yn , h) =

R
∑

Cr · kr

(7b)

r=1

k1 = f (y n , tn )
(
kr = f

tn + h · ar , y n + h ·

r−1
∑

)
brs · ks

(7c)
(7d)

s=1

ar =

r−1
∑

brs

r = 2, 3, . . . , R

(7e)

s=1

The parameters Cr , ar and brs are determined by comparing the terms of the successive
powers of h between (7a) and the Taylor algorithm. With this, there are many diﬀerent
sets of Runge-Kutta equations for the same order proposed by several authors. For example, there are at least two distinct third-order formulas for Runge-Kutta integrators
and they are Heun formula (e.g., [5]) and Kutta formula (e.g., [8]). Finally, the four-order
Runge-Kutta equations (e.g., [3,5]) are listed below, which is one of the most used numerical algorithms for solving systems of ordinary diﬀerential equations due to their high
precision and elegant simplicity:
h
yn+1 = yn + · (k1 + 2 · k2 + 2 · k3 + k4 )
(8a)
6
k1 = f (y n , tn )
(8b)
(
)
1
1
k2 = f tn + · h, y n + · h · k1
(8c)
2
2
(
)
1
1
k3 = f tn + · h, y n + · h · k2
(8d)
2
2
k4 = f (tn + h, y n + h · k3 )
(8e)
There are many integration schemes that rely on values at more than one prior point
to estimate the next point on the solution curve. Among these methods are those of
Adams-Bashforth, Adams-Moulton, Simpson rule and Predictor-Corrector Method.
Multiple-Step Method. There are basically three ways of deriving these numerical expressions (e.g., [5]): through a Taylor series expansion, by numerical integration and
through interpolations.
In this section will be considered only the integrators obtained by numerical integration, because this is the most used methodology. Suppose that for the equally spaced
values t1 , t2 , . . . , tn the numerical solutions y1 , y 2 , . . . , y n were obtained by some simple
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step method and now it is desired to obtain the solution in yn+1 using one or more previous values of y(t). The way to solve this problem through the numerical integration is
to represent Equation (1) by:
∫ tn+p
y(tn+p ) = y(tn ) +
f (y(t), t) · dt
(9)
tn

where f (y(t), t) is the derivative equation of the expression (1).
Next, without entering into the merits of the demonstrations, some very interesting
expressions are stated in relation to numerical methods of multiple steps to solve ﬁrst
order dynamic systems. The main discrete expressions, ranging the order from one to
four, corresponding to the Adams-Moulton algorithms (see [6]) that determine the discrete
values in y(tn+1 ) are, respectively, given by:
y(tn+1 ) = y(tn ) + h · fn
(10a)
h
y(tn+1 ) = y(tn ) + · [f n+1 + fn ]
(10b)
2
h
y(tn+1 ) = y(tn ) +
· [5 · fn+1 + 8 · fn −f n−1 ]
(10c)
12
h
y(tn+1 ) = y(tn ) +
· [9 · fn+1 + 19 · fn −5 · fn−1 + fn−2 ]
(10d)
24
Also in [6] the formulas of the Adams-Bashforth algorithms, also ranging the orders from
one to four, can be found as listed as follows:
y(tn+1 ) = y(tn ) + h · fn
(11a)
h
y(tn+1 ) = y(tn ) + · [3 · fn − fn−1 ]
(11b)
2
h
y(tn+1 ) = y(tn ) +
· [21 · fn − 16 · fn−1 + 5 · fn−2 ]
(11c)
12
h
y(tn+1 ) = y(tn ) +
· [55 · fn − 59 · fn−1 + 37 · fn−2 −9 · fn−3 ]
(11d)
24
Although equation ẏ = f (y) does not explicitly contain the inputs of control u, as
an independent variable, this equation can still be directly applied to feedback control
systems. Speciﬁcally, if the dynamic plant is given by,
ẏ = f (y, u, t)

(12)

It is possible to select the control law as,
u = g(y, t)

(13)

Thus, the ﬁnal dynamic system will be given by:
ẏ = f [y, g(y), t]

(14)

Equation (14) can of course be written in form ẏ = h(y, t) falling back into the original
situation given by Equation (1).
3. Universal Approximator of Functions. For a proper mathematical study of the
function approximation theory some deﬁnitions are a priori needed (see [30]).
Definition 3.1. A function f : D → Rn is uniformly continuous on D ⊆ Rn point if
for each ε > 0 there is a δ(ε) so that for each x, y ∈ D satisfying |x − y| < δ(ε), so
|f (x) − f (y)| < ε. The function f : D → R is continuous on D if it is continuous for
each point in D.
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Definition 3.2. A real number b is a superior quota of a set X ̸= ϕ of real numbers if
and only if x ≤ b for every x ∈ X. Besides that, if any number smaller than b is superior
quota of X, so one may say that b is a supreme of (sup)X.
One can write the functions approximator as F (x, w), where w ∈ Rp is the parameters
vector used to deﬁne the mapping of the approximator. Suppose that Ωp ⊂ Rp denotes
the subset of all values that the approximator parameters can obtain. Thus, it is assumed
that
G = {F (x, w) : w ∈ Ωp , p ≥ 0}
(15)
p
is the class of functions, in the form of F (x, w), w ⊂ Ω , for any p ≥ 0. In this case, when
one refers to the functions of G class, one omits how great p is. That said, a uniform
approximator is deﬁned as follows.
Definition 3.3. A function f : D → R may be uniformly approximated on D ⊆ Rn by
functions of class G if for each ε > 0, there exists some F ∈ G such that supx∈D |F (x)−
f (x)| < ε.
Regarding Deﬁnition 3.3, note that the supreme operation on the function F (x) − f (x)
establishes that even the maximum diﬀerence in the greatness of these two functions,
which inevitably occurs to some x, should still be less than ε. Thus, it gives now the
deﬁnition of a universal approximator.
Definition 3.4. A mathematical structure defining a class of functions G1 is considered
a universal approximator for the class functions G2 , if each f ∈ G2 can be uniformly
approximated by G1 .
Thus, according to Jang et al. [28], the establishment of a broad class of universal
approximators is mere existence theorems and not constructive methods. The starting
theorem to establish the existence of universal functions approximators is the StoneWeierstrass theorem. This theorem provides a useful way to determine whether certain
approximators are really universal for a class of continuous functions and deﬁned on a
compact set. The Stone-Weierstrass theorem is stated below (see [26,28,30]).
Theorem 3.1. (T1) (Stone-Weierstrass). A continuous function f : D → R can be
uniformly approximated on D ⊆ Rn by the class functions G if,
(1) the constant function g(x) = 1, x ∈ D belongs to G,
(2) if g1 , g2 belong to G, so a · g1 + b · g2 will belong to G for every a, b ∈ R,
(3) if g1 , g2 belongs to G, so g1 · g2 will belong to G, and
(4) if x1 ̸= x2 are two distinct points in D, then there will be a function in g ∈ G so
that g(x1 ) ̸= g(x2 ).
The Stone-Weierstrass theorem, which is derived from the real classical analysis, can be
used to demonstrate that some neural network architectures have a universal approximation capacity (see [26]). The Stone-Weierstrass theorem states conditions warranting that
neural networks with MLP (Multilayer Perceptron) architecture, or RBF (Radial-Basis
Functions), or Mamdani-type Fuzzy Inference System (e.g., [28,30]) can approach any
continuous functions in the sense given by Deﬁnitions 3.3 and 3.4. So before listing some
important theorems taken from [30] concerning the theme of universal approximators,
some important functions used in neural networks theory are set up.
A sigmoid function is every continuous function in the form of “s”. An example of such
a function can be the hyperbolic tangent function (or tansig function) with horizontal
2
− 1. Another exasymptotes in −1 and +1 given by the equation φ(net) = 1+exp(−λ·net)
ample of sigmoid function can be the logistic function (or logsig function) with horizontal
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1
asymptotes in 0 and −1 and given by the equation φ(net) = 1+exp(−λ·net)
. Besides these,
there are other functions with “s” shape, but they are discontinuous. Two of them are
deﬁned below.
Signal Function (Signum Function): a discontinuous
 function given by the equation
{
if net > 0
 1
1
if net > 0
0
if net = 0 . Note that this
φ(net) = sgn(net) =
or φ(net) =
−1 if net < 0

−1 if net < 0
equation is the limit of λ → ∞ in the hyperbolic tangent function.
Heaviside
{ Function or Threshold Function: a discontinuous function given by equation
1 if net ≥ 0
φ(net) =
. This equation was originally used in McCulloch and Pitts
0 if net < 0
neuron in 1943 (see [77]). Note that this equation is the limit of λ → ∞ in the Logistic
function.
Note that the signal function and threshold are not sigmoid functions, since they are not
continuous. Given the deﬁnition of these functions, one may list the following universal
functions approximators (see [30]) that can be demonstrated from Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.2. (T2). MLP networks of two layers, an inner layer of neurons defined by
the sigmoid functions or threshold function and a linear output are universal approximators for f ∈ Gcb (n, D), D = [a, b].
Theorem
3.3. (T3). RBF networks
defined by radial basis class functions Gf br =
{
}
∑
g(x) = pi=1 ai exp(−γi |x − ci |2 ) with ai , γ i ∈ R and ci ∈ Rn for i = 1, 2, . . . , p are
universal approximators for f ∈ Gcb (n, D).
Theorem 3.4. (T4) Fuzzy systems with triangular or Gaussian pertinence functions in
the input and a defuzzification that uses the average of the centers are universal approximators for f ∈ Gcb (n, D), D = [a, b].
Of course, there are other universal approximators of functions besides these, such as
the Support Vector Machine (SVM) neural networks (see [41-46]) and neural networks
with Deep Learning architecture (e.g., [47-54]). In the model presented in this section it
is clear that any problem that can be solved with a neural network with MLP architecture
could also be solved with an RBF network or a Mamdani-type fuzzy inference system or
even a paraconsistent inference system.
4. Mathematical Definition of a Universal Numerical Integrator. The mathematical deﬁnition for universal numerical integrators is a very general deﬁnition and
intrinsically encompasses the three main empirical modeling methodologies of real-world
dynamical systems, namely: 1) the NARMAX methodology (Nonlinear AutoRegressive
Moving Average with eXogenous inputs), 2) the mean derivatives methodology and 3) the
instantaneous derivatives methodology. It is important to point out that the methodology
of the instantaneous derivatives is also sub-divided into two classes: the single-step and the
multiple-step instantaneous derivatives methodology. Here, real-world dynamic modeling
means supervised learning systems that learn the dynamic behavior of the world’s physical phenomena from a set of in-and-out data training patterns of the plant in question.
In this way, a universal numerical integrator empirically learns the dynamics of systems
governed, in general, by nonlinear and autonomous ordinary diﬀerential equations. As
learning is empirical, it is not necessary to know the theoretical mathematical model of
the real world plant considered. In addition, a universal numerical integrator is deﬁned
from the combination of the concepts of a conventional numerical integrator coupled to
any type of universal approximator of functions.
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In the NARMAX methodology the universal approximator of functions needs to learn
the static part as also the dynamic part of the plant. In the mean derivatives methodology
the universal approximator of functions must learn only the static function (of course the
mean derivatives) of the plant. The dynamic part of the plant in the mean derivatives
methodology is in charge only and exclusively of Euler integrator. In the instantaneous
derivatives methodology the universal approximation of functions must learn only the
static function (of course the instantaneous derivatives) of the plant. The dynamic part
is in charge of the highest order integrators. In this way, a universal numerical integrator
can be deﬁned mathematically in three categories: universal numerical integrators of the
NARMAX type, universal numerical integrators with mean derivatives and universal numerical integrators with instantaneous derivatives. Next, each of them is mathematically
deﬁned separately.
(i) Universal numerical integrators of the NARMAX type. They are deﬁned as follows:
(
y(t + ∆t) = fˆNARMAX (y(t), y(t − ∆t), . . . , y t − nx ∆t);
(16)
)
u(t), u(t − ∆t), . . . , u(t − nu ∆t), ŵ
Here the function fˆNARMAX (. . .) can be any universal approximator of functions. The
symbol ˆ means that the function fˆNARMAX (. . .) is an estimate of the nonlinear dynamics
of the system considered, and, not, an exact value. Since the function fˆNARMAX (. . .) is
a universal approximator of functions, the estimate obtained can always be smaller than
a desired error (see [25]). The vector ŵ are the parameters to be estimated through
supervised training.
(ii) Universal numerical integrator with mean derivatives. They are deﬁned as follows:
y(t + ∆t) = fˆM D (y(t), u(t), ŵ).∆t + y(t)

(17)

i
i (t)
Here, the function fˆM D (y(t), u(t), ŵ) = tan∆t k αi = y (t+∆t)−y
is the mean derivatives
∆t
function and can be represented using any universal approximator of functions. Both the
mean derivatives functions and the instantaneous derivatives functions are static functions. It is interesting to observe that a static function, in computational terms, is much
less expensive to be learned, through a nonlinear estimation problem, than a dynamic
function (see [13]). It can also be mathematically proved that Equation (17) is discrete
and exact general solution for autonomous nonlinear ordinary diﬀerential equations (see
[64-66]).
(iii) Universal numerical integrators with instantaneous derivatives. The general simplestep Runge-Kutta method is deﬁned as (see [8]):

y(t + ∆t) = y(t) + ∆t · Φ (t, y(t), ∆t, ŵ)

(18a)

where,
Φ(t, y(t),∆t, ŵ) =

R
∑

Cr · kr

(18b)

r=1

k1 = fˆID (y(t), t, ŵ)
)
(
r−1
∑
brs · ks , ŵ
kr = fˆID t + ∆t · ar , y(t) + ∆t ·

(18c)
(18d)

s=1

ar =

r−1
∑
s=1

brs

r = 2, 3, . . . , R

(18e)
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The function fˆID [. . .] is deﬁned as the function of instantaneous derivatives. In the pioneering work of Wang and Lin in [13] a neural network with RBF (Radial Basis Function)
architecture is coupled to a fourth order Runge-Kutta type integration structure. These
authors introduced in the literature the terminology Runge-Kutta neural network.
The equations from (18a) to (18e) are the general expressions of a Runge-Kutta numerical integrator of any order. To obtain the coeﬃcients Cr , Kr , ar , and brs , it is necessary
to expand the ordinary diﬀerential equation of the dynamic system ẏ = f (y, t) into Taylor
series. In this expansion will appear high-order partial derivatives. Thus, the coeﬃcients
of Runge-Kutta method will appear when the high-order partial derivatives are eliminated through one non-trivial algebraic manipulation. Thus, a Runge-Kutta integrator
4-5 means a Taylor series expansion up to the fourth order, with a ﬁfth-order truncation error, and with the high-order partial derivatives being eliminated. For a complete
mathematical demonstration of the Runge-Kutta integrator 3-4 see [8].
Complementarily, the general multiple-step Adams-Bashforth method is deﬁned as:
0
h ∑
ŷ(t + ∆t) = y(t) + .
βi · fˆID [y(t + i · ∆t), ŵ]
α i=1−o

(18f)

It is interesting to note that if both coeﬃcients kr ’s of Equations (18c) and (18d), and
coeﬃcients βi ’s of Equation (18f), are diﬀerent from those appearing in the integrator
structures (see Section 2 of this article), the universal numeric integrator probably will
converge to the desired solution. However, in these cases, there will be no theoretical
assurances that the functions fˆID [. . .] will converge to the functions of instantaneous
derivatives, that is, fˆID [. . .] will learn another thing.
The mathematical treatment of multi-step universal numerical integrators is much simpler than single step integrators. For example, if the backpropagation algorithm is adapted
to multi-step expressions, simply apply the rule that the derivative of a sum is the sum of
the derivatives. However, if the backpropagation algorithm is adapted to the single-step
expressions, it is necessary to apply the chain rule of the diﬀerential calculus, which is
much more complex. The remainder of this article is devoted to a theoretical and practical
discussion of the implications of the mathematical deﬁnitions presented in this section.
5. Classification of Universal Numerical Integrators. Non-linear function mapping
properties are the central point for the use of universal numeric integrators in control.
Models of dynamic systems and their inverse ones have immediate utility in control. It is
important to identify the direct model of the plant of the physical system to be studied.
The identiﬁcation of this model is the starting point, in order to use any of the possible
non-linear control structures found in the literature.
The procedure of training a universal numerical integrator to represent the dynamics
of a system will be referred to here as direct modeling. For example, a structure with a
Multilayer Perceptrons neural network to achieve this is shown in Figure 1. As can be
seen, the neural network model is placed in parallel with the system and the error between
the system and the network outputs is used as the network training signal. This learning
structure is a classic supervised learning problem where the need for a professor (training
standards) is imperative.
An important question in the control context is the dynamic nature of the systems
being studied. It is assumed that the system is governed (e.g., [72]) by the following
non-linear equation of discrete time diﬀerences.
y p (t + 1) = f [y p (t), . . . , y p (t − n + 1); u(t), . . . , u(t − m + 1)]

(19)
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Figure 1. Identiﬁcation of dynamic systems through neural networks
(Source: see [55])
In this way, the output of the system y p in time t + 1 depends on the n delayed values
of y p and the m delayed inputs of the control variable u. An obvious approach to system
modeling is to choose the input/output structures of the neural network as being the same
as that of the system. Denoting the output of the network as (3) one then has,
y m (t + 1) = fˆ [y p (t), . . . , y p (t − n + 1); u(t), . . . , u(t − m + 1), w]

(20)

Here, fˆ represents the non-linear input/output mapping of the network. Note that the
entry for the network includes the past values of the system. If it is assumed that after
a training period the network provides a good representation of the plant (i.e., y m ∼
= yp)
then the network can be used independently of the plant. Such a neural model can be
described by:
y m (t + 1) = fˆ [y m (t), . . . , y m (t − n + 1); u(t), . . . , u(t − m + 1), w]

(21)

As mentioned in Section 4, an artiﬁcial neural network can be considered as a particular
case of a universal numerical integrator. In this way, in Figure 1 where artiﬁcial neural
networks are seen, a universal numerical integrator can also be associated with this ﬁgure.
In the original where Figure 1 was extracted (see [73]), the dynamic system modeling
methodology employed was NARMAX.
In this section a general approach is taken with the purpose of explicitly showing how to
use universal numerical integrators to represent systems of ordinary diﬀerential equations
in control schemes, where a discrete internal forward model is required (e.g., [13,18,56]).
The internal structure of the numerical integration algorithms is used to obtain a model of
a universal approximator of functions that only needs to learn the instantaneous derivatives functions or the mean derivatives functions of the original model, represented by
systems of ordinary diﬀerential equations. In this methodology, the numerical integrators
and the universal approximator will work together to represent the discretized dynamics
of the original system.
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In control schemes employing universal approximators of functions, the usual approach
is to use the numerical integrator structures to generate the training standards of the
network and only then to train the neural network through supervised learning using the
NARMAX methodology. There are at least two diﬃculties with this approach: the main
one is having to deal with many inputs in the universal approximation and, therefore,
many parameters to be adjusted, making diﬃcult the approximation training; and the
second is the impossibility of varying the integration step.
In the new approach that will be adopted here, the number of network entries can
be reduced and the integration step constantly varied. In the usual approach numerical
integrators are only used to generate the training standards and in the approach described
here it can work in conjunction with the universal approximator of functions throughout
the training and simulation process.
When a structure of any numerical integrator model is coupled to a universal approximator of function, it is possible to generate a universal numerical integrator to approximate
only the instantaneous derivatives or the mean derivatives functions of a mathematical or
experimental model governed by non-linear ordinary diﬀerential equations. In this type
of approach, the diﬃculty in dealing with many inputs in the training of the universal
approximator of functions is alleviated, since it is only necessary to learn an algebraic
and static function where the network inputs are only the occurrences of the state and
control variables in their respective ﬁelds of activity. Recall that in the conventional
approach sometimes it is necessary to deal with many delayed entries of the state and
control variables, but in this new methodology this will no longer be necessary.
Thus, there are two forms of supervised training that the methodology of the universal
numerical integrators allows to realize when it is known or when it is not known a priori
the instantaneous derivatives functions of the theoretical model. These two methodologies
are the direct methodology and the empirical or indirect methodology (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Two distinct ways of training a universal approximator in the
structure of a numerical integrator
Direct Methodology. The ﬁrst methodology is to simply randomly generate suﬃcient
values of the instantaneous derivatives function within a domain of interest and directly
train the universal approximator of functions to learn the instantaneous derivatives function of the theoretical model (see [56]). After the training, the simulation of the results
should be done by applying the instantaneous derivative function trained, by the universal
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approximator of functions, in place of the theoretical on the structure of the integrator.
For the analysis of the compatibility of the errors obtained by the network and the integrator, the numerical solution of the integrator must be obtained by applying the two
derivative functions, the trained and the original, so that the results of the solution propagation are compared. In this methodology, the numerical integrator will only be used
in the simulation of the results. In addition, this methodology can only be applied if the
mathematical model of the plant is known.
Empirical or Indirect Methodology. In the second methodology the temporal solutions
of the dynamic system x(t), x(t+∆t), . . . , x(t+n·∆t) are generated for a suﬃcient number
of initial conditions and control values through the structure of an integrator, preferably
of high order to guarantee the high precision of the training standards. The learning of
the instantaneous derivatives function by the universal approximator of functions is only
possible if the universal approximator is trained tied to the structure of the numerical
integrator (see [13]). The analysis of the error obtained by the integrator set and neural
network is also performed by comparing the numerical solutions propagated by the original and trained derivative functions. In this methodology, the numerical integrator is
used in the generation of training standards and is required during training and network
simulation. This methodology can be used both for theoretical models and also for real
world plants where the theoretical model is not known.
Given this brief introduction to universal numerical integrators, in the next part, each
of the three methodologies derived from this concept is explained in more detail. The
three methodologies in question are NARMAX methodology, instantaneous derivatives
methodology and mean derivatives methodology.
5.1. A brief summary of NARMAX methodology. A universal approximator of
functions can be used to represent a non-linear dynamic system of the type given by
Equation (22) from a discrete set of input/output training patterns,
ẏ = f (y, u)

(22)

In this equation, the function f (.) is invariant in time (see [73]). In order to do this,
it is usually assumed the possibility of approximation of the dynamic system given by
Equation (22) by a discrete model of NARMAX type, given by:
y(t + ∆t) = f (y(t), y(t − ∆t), . . . , y(t − nx ∆t); u(t), u(t − ∆t), . . . , u(t − nu ∆t), ŵ) (23)
where nx , nu , ∆t are constants that must be adjusted depending on the problem being
addressed and the desired accuracy. This possibility is considered for the use of any
universal approximator of functions to act as a discrete model as given by Equation (23).
For example, for the particular case of an artiﬁcial neural network, the size of the neural
network (number of layers and number of neurons per layer) can be adjusted to reach the
desired accuracy for a given choice of nx , nu , ∆t.
At this point it is convenient to remember a similar situation that occurs when numerical
integrators and dynamical systems are used as in Equation (22), they are treated by
discrete approximations as in Equation (23). Neural networks of multi-layer perceptrontype with one inner layer are suﬃcient to accomplish this representation task for virtually
any function found in many engineering applications (see [25]). It is important to observe
that the great diﬀerence between NARMAX methodology and the methodology that uses
an Euler type integrator with mean derivatives is that in the ﬁrst one, the universal
approximator outputs are the future values y(t + ∆t), while in the second, the outputs
are the mean derivatives functions at the instant t.
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5.2. Instantaneous derivatives methodology. In the instantaneous derivatives methodology (e.g., [13,18,56-59]), the universal approximator of functions will only play the
⃗
role of a static function given by fˆ(⃗y , ⃗u) ∼
= f (⃗y , ⃗u) where the ﬁnal dynamics, governed
⃗
by the diﬀerential equations ⃗ẏ ∼
= fˆ(⃗y , ⃗u), will have its answer obtained by means of some
structure of numerical integration of high order, being this one of simple steps or multiple
steps.
Wang and Lin in [13] originally developed this methodology using a Runge-Kutta 45 single-step integrator coupled to a neural network with Radial Basis Functions (RBF)
architecture. In this methodology, it is important to note that the training and simulation
phases will basically depend on two approximation errors: one, due to the mean quadratic
error of the supervised training that will be subject to the universal approximator; and
the other, due to the order and integration step of the numerical integrator used. It
is known that, in general, the greater the order of the integrator used and the smaller
the integration step used, the greater the precision obtained in the simulation. Figure
3 schematically illustrates the instantaneous derivatives methodology using a single or
multiple step integrator. In addition, in [18] the universal numerical integrator called the
Adams-Bashforth neural networks can be found. In [18] a neural network with Multilayer
Perceptrons architecture is coupled to a fourth-order Adams-Bashforth integrator.
As can be seen in Figure 3, the great advantage of coupling a universal approximator of
functions in a high-order numerical integrator structure is that the instantaneous derivatives function, which governs the dynamics of the system considered, can be adapted to
real-world problem, where only the input and output data of the plant are known. Only

Figure 3. Illustrative scheme of the use of a universal approximator coupled to a high-order numerical integrator structure (Source: see [67])
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with the use of a high-order numerical integrator, without the use of a universal approximator, it is impossible to adapt the dynamics of the system in question to real-world
′
data. This impossibility can be visualized in Figure 3 through variable ⃗y m (t + ∆t).
The instantaneous derivatives methodology has at least two advantages over the NARMAX methodology: the fact that neural training is static and not dynamic (it is only
necessary to learn the static function f⃗(⃗y , ⃗u)) and allow the variation of the integration
step in the simulation phase. The NARMAX methodology requires a new training, if the
integration step ∆t is to be varied.
5.3. The mean derivatives methodology. In the mean derivatives methodology, as
its name says, it is avoided to work with the instantaneous derivatives, replacing them
with the mean derivatives. Details of this methodology and its detailed mathematical
development can be found in [60-66]. Thus, given the discrete numerical solution for a
dynamic system of the type ⃗ẏ = f⃗ (⃗y , ⃗u), expressed by the vector sequence 0 ⃗y i , 1 ⃗y i , 2 ⃗y i ,
. . ., k ⃗y i , k+1 ⃗y i , . . ., n ⃗y i for k ⃗y i = ⃗y i [t + k · ∆t] and k+1 ⃗y i = ⃗y i [t + (k + 1) · ∆t]; presently, by
deﬁnition, the mean derivatives of the system is deﬁned by (see Figure 4):
− k yji
, for j = 1, 2, . . . , m
(24)
∆t
where m is the total number of state variables of the system considered.
The vector nota[
k i
k i
tion for the mean derivatives can be expressed by tan ∆t α = tan∆t α1 tan∆t k α2i . . .
]
i T
tan∆t k αm
. Figure 4 illustrates the basic diﬀerences between mean derivatives and
[
]
instantaneous derivatives. Notice that lim tan∆t k y i = f⃗ k ⃗y i , k ⃗u and that the mean
∆t→0
derivatives methodology is dependent on the integration step ∆t. Besides this, the instantaneous derivatives methodology is independent of it. Thus, when it is desired to
change the integration step in the mean derivatives methodology, it will be necessary to
carry out a new supervised training. In [64] it is demonstrated the following computational algorithm for neural solution of the dynamic system ⃗ẏ = f⃗[⃗y , ⃗u], through the
tan∆t k αji =

k+1 i
yj

Figure 4. Graphical representation of the mean (derivatives
tan∆t k αi and
)
the instantaneous derivatives function tan k θi = f⃗ k ⃗y i , k ⃗u for the dynamic
[
]
system ⃗ẏ i = f⃗ k ⃗y i , k ⃗u (Source: see [66,67])
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mean derivatives methodology (easily expandable and applicable to any type of universal
approximator of functions).
]n
[
1) Given the ﬁnite domains of interest yjmin (t0 ), yjmax (t0 ) 1 in t0 for j = 1, 2, . . . , n1
[
]n
max
of the state variables and also the ﬁnite domains of interest umin
(t0 ) 2 for
j (t0 ), uj
j = 1, 2, . . . , n2 of control variables, we generate q random vectors, according to a uniform
distribution within these intervals in the form:
[
]T
pi = y1i (t0 ) y2i (t0 ) . . . yni 1 (t0 ); ui1 (t0 ) ui2 (t0 ) . . . uin2 (t0 )
(25a)
and
P = [p1 : p2 : . . . : pq ](n1 +n2 )xq
(25b)
which will be the input training patterns of the universal approximator of functions at
time t0 .
2) By using a high-order integrator, all initial conditions pi are propagated for i =
1, 2, . . . , q. Thus, all states are generated in the instant t0 + ∆t, that is,
]T
[ i
i
i
(26a)
p∆t
i = y1 (t0 + ∆t) y2 (t0 + ∆t) . . . yn1 (t0 + ∆t)
and

[
]
∆t
∆t
P ∆t = p∆t
1 : p 2 : . . . : pq n

1 xq

(26b)

3) The output vectors Ti are determined (being this denominated direct methodology
of the mean derivatives) in the form:
]T
1 [ i
Ti =
y1 (t0 + ∆t) − y1i (t0 ) y2i (t0 + ∆t) − y2i (t0 ) . . . yni 1 (t0 + ∆t) − yni 1 (t0 )
∆t
(27a)
[
]
(
)
k i
k i
k i T
k i
= tan∆t α1 tan∆t α2 . . . tan∆t αn1 = tan∆t α
and
T = [T1 : T2 : . . . : Tq ]n1 xq
k

i

(27b)

Since the function tan∆t α is also autonomous (e.g., [64-66]), then only a ∆t propagation on all the initial conditions of the input vectors pi is suﬃcient, for i = 1, 2, . . . , p,
in order to set up the training patterns P and T required by the universal approximator
of functions.
4) Given the input vectors P and the output vectors T required by the universal approximator, then this universal approximator can undergo a supervised training process
to learn the mean derivatives functions.
5) After consolidating the supervised training of the universal approximator, within
a stipulated mean square error, it will be possible to simulate the dynamics from the
following relation:
k+1 i
(28)
ŷ = tan∆t k αi · ∆t + k y i
It can be demonstrated mathematically (see [64,67]) that Equation (28) is a discrete
and exact general solution for the system of nonlinear ordinary diﬀerential equations
⃗ẏ = f⃗(⃗y , ⃗u), where tan∆t k αi is the mean derivatives function with step ∆t which approximates
derivatives function f⃗(⃗y , ⃗u) at the starting point k y i =
]
[k i k i thek iinstantaneous
y1 y2 . . . yn1 . It is important to note that the application of Equation (28) will
only be allowed if the mean derivatives function is known. Theoretically, any universal approximator of functions can be used for this purpose. In addition, the precision
obtained by Equation (28) is the same if a higher order integrator is used (see [64]).
Some comparative considerations between the instantaneous derivatives methodology
and the mean derivatives methodology are given below. Thus, the instantaneous derivatives methodology uses variable integration step in the simulation phase and ﬁxed step
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in the training phase. However, accurate results are achieved only with high order integrators. On the other hand, the mean derivatives methodology uses a ﬁxed integration
step both in the training phase and in the simulation phase, being applicable only to the
ﬁrst order Euler type integrator, but whose accuracy is similar to that obtained by the
instantaneous derivatives coupled to integrators of the highest order.
To conclude this section, it is important to emphasize that the algorithm described
here on mean derivatives uses the direct methodology for the determination of the mean
derivatives. This is important because, as mentioned earlier, there are two approaches
to the determination of the mean derivatives: the direct approach, as explained in steps
1) to 5), and the indirect or empirical approach. A few words to diﬀerentiate these two
methodologies are timely. Thus, for this purpose, the direct approach is schematized
in Figure 5 and the indirect approach is schematized in Figure 6. In both Figures 5
and 6 we have a simpliﬁed scheme of a neural architecture conveniently named Euler
neural networks. However, there are signiﬁcant diﬀerences between direct and indirect
approaches.

Figure 5. Direct approach for the determination of the mean derivatives
As shown in Figure 5, the mean derivatives are presented directly to the universal
approximator in the direct approach. Already in the indirect or empirical approach, as
schematized in Figure 6, the mean derivatives are learned indirectly through the value
k+1 i
ŷ . Mathematically, this diﬀerence is signiﬁcant, since in [67] considering the particular
case of the universal approximator being represented by a neural network with feedforward architecture, it is veriﬁed that in the direct approach, the backpropagation remains
unchanged. However, in the empirical approach, backpropagation should be slightly modiﬁed.
This classiﬁcation between the direct and empirical approaches is also applied to the
instantaneous derivatives methodology. However, in the latter, real world data are applicable only in indirect or empirical methodology. Thus, Wang and Lin in [13] apply
the empirical approach, using a Rung-Kutta 4-5 integrator in the instantaneous derivatives methodology and Melo and Tasinaﬀo in [18] apply the empirical approach using an
Adams-Bashforth 4 integrator, also in the instantaneous derivatives methodology. In the
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Figure 6. Indirect or empirical approach for the determination of the
mean derivatives
mean derivatives methodology, both the direct approach and the indirect approach can
be applied to real-world data, but it is experimentally veriﬁed that the direct approach is
the most indicated (see [59]). The direct mean derivatives methodology applies to realworld problems, since the mean derivatives are easily calculable from the input/output
patterns. However, the direct methodology of instantaneous derivatives cannot apply to
real world problems, since the instantaneous derivatives cannot be measured or calculated
directly. However, it is still possible to apply the direct methodology of the instantaneous
derivatives to theoretical problems, when we know the analytic function f (y, u) of the
diﬀerential equation ẏ = f (y, u). This classiﬁcation between direct and indirect approach
does not apply to the NARMAX methodology.
In [66] an approximate continuous solution mathematically is developed to allow the
variation of the integration step in the mean derivatives methodology. However, this approximate solution does not apply to dynamic systems with control variables. In addition,
ﬁnite diﬀerence approximations for instantaneous derivatives were already in use by Euler
(see [74]) in 1768. This procedure is known as Euler’s merhod which is the origin of the
mean derivatives methodology.
6. Classification of Major Neural Control Structures. Basically there are three
control structures, which can be used in conjunction with a universal numeric integrator. These structures are IMC (Internal Model Control) structures, predictive control
structures and adaptive control structures (e.g., [68]). However, there are currently very
few theoretical or practical applications of universal numerical integrators combined with
control theory, and therefore the possibilities for exploration within this context are many.
Almost all existing work on control theory, involving universal approximator of functions,
is using the NARMAX methodology. Studies on control theory involving universal numerical integrators of type (ii) and (iii) as described in Section 4 are rare.
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7. Conclusions. The possibility of using numerical integrators of diﬀerential equations
systems combined with universal approximators of functions was considered. It has been
shown that the structure of these universal numerical integrators can be exploited to
obtain universal discrete models where the universal approximator of function has only
to learn and approximate the instantaneous derivatives functions or the mean derivatives
functions, which are simply of static algebraic nature. Some conclusions can be highlighted
(see also Table 1):
a) it is a simpler task to train a universal approximator of functions to learn an algebraic
and static function than to train it to learn the discrete dynamic model;
b) the architecture of the universal numerical integrator is simpler with regard to the
number of layers and number of neurons since it does not have to learn the law of dynamics
but only the instantaneous derivatives or mean derivatives functions;
c) the use of the universal numerical integrator for systems of ordinary diﬀerential equations, as an approximate model of discrete time, does not destroy the parallel processing
characteristic, since some algorithms of numerical integration only involve calculations
and evaluations of linear combinations of the universal approximator trained;
d) the ﬂexibility of being able to vary the step size and the order of the universal
numerical integrator can be used to control the desired accuracy for the output response
of the system. However, one must train the universal approximator of functions with a
tolerance compatible with that desired in the universal numerical integrator;
e) when the dynamic response times are not too small and the mathematical model
of ordinary diﬀerential equations evaluated is reasonably good, then the structure of the
universal numerical integrator can be directly used as a discrete internal model;
f) even in situations where a theoretical mathematical model cannot be evaluated and
there are only pairs of dynamic input/output information obtained experimentally, yet
the structure of the universal numerical integrator can be trained to obtain a discrete
internal model in schemas of control.
It can also be concluded that there are three distinct ways of solving the problem of
nonlinear programming required by control structures:
a) use only a universal approximator of functions to approximate the dynamics of the
system through the criterion of delayed inputs (NARMAX methodology);
b) to use only the numerical integrator as discretized model of the dynamic system
(applicable only to theoretical models);
c) jointly use the numerical integrator and a universal approximator of functions that
will represent the instantaneous derivatives functions or mean derivatives functions to
represent the dynamic system (applicable to theoretical and empirical models of the real
world).
Using only the universal approximator of function leads to a more robust situation and
therefore more diﬃcult to be trained, besides not allowing the variation of the integration
step. Using only the structure of the numerical integrator with the instantaneous derivatives functions makes it diﬃcult to adapt the theoretical model of the dynamic system
with that of the real plant.
Using the numerical integrator structure with the instantaneous derivatives functions or
mean derivatives functions, estimated by the universal approximator of functions, allows
us to construct a universal numerical integrator less robust and therefore easier to train,
besides being able to design, in this case, a dynamic model with variable integration step
and that can be adapted in real time with respect to the original system of the plant.
The major disadvantage of the latter method is that the computation of the partial
derivatives becomes more complex and complicated, and for each type of integrator to be
used we will have a diﬀerent expression for the partial derivatives and, in general, these
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Table 1. Comparative description between the methods of the instantaneous derivatives and the mean derivatives

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Influence of the numerical integrators theoretical development, when they
are coupled to the architecture of a universal approximator of functions.
Mean Derivatives
Instantaneous Derivatives Methodology
Methodology
Runge-Kutta Type Simple
Adams-Bashforth Type
Euler Type Simple
Step Integrators
Multi-Step Integrators
Step Integrators
Only the presence of a linear com- Simpler algorithms. Simply
Chain rules increasingly complex
bination in the backpropagation the increased backpropagawith increasing the order of the inalgorithm with the growth of the tion algorithm of the prodtegrator used in neural training as
integrator order and as proposed uct ∆t and as proposed by
proposed by Wang and Lin in [13].
by Melo and Tasinaﬀo in [18].
Tasinaﬀo et al. (see [67]).
Good precisions attainable
Good numerical precisions only Good numerical precisions only
simply with Euler-type inachievable with higher order inte- achievable also with higher order
tegrator designed with the
grators.
integrators.
concept of mean derivatives.
The number of training patterns The number of training patterns The number of training patdoes not increase linearly with in- always increases linearly with in- terns is always of the same
creasing order of the integrator creasing order of the integrator magnitude as single-step inused.
(see [18,59]).
tegrators.
Variable step method and less sen- Variable step method and more Unconditionally ﬁxed step
sitive to step variation. To vary sensitive to step variation. To vary method. To change it you
the integration step it is not neces- the integration step it is not neces- need to perform a new susary to train a new network.
sary to train a new network.
pervised training.
Runge-Kutta is obtained by the The Adams-Bashforth is obtained
Taylor series development on the by replacing the original deriva- It is mathematically proved
original instantaneous derivatives tive function with a polynomial in- that the Euler integrator,
function, and therefore, the larger terpolation. Thus, not necessarily, designed with mean derivathe order of the integrator used the higher the order of the integra- tives, obtains equivalent prethen the greater the numerical pre- tor the greater the numerical pre- cision to any higher-order incision of the solution propagation. cision of the propagated solution. tegrator designed with inWang and Lin in [13] do not carry This occurs because polynomials of stantaneous derivatives. See
out a study predicting control vari- higher degrees oscillate around the [64,67].
ables in their mathematical model. original function.
It is diﬃcult to obtain mathemati- Easily obtained and generalized
Easily obtained from a
cal and open its generalization in from the mathematical point of
mathematical point of view.
relation to the order of integra- view by Melo and Tasinaﬀo in [18].
In [61] the mean derivatives
tion. Wang and Lin in [13] ap- Found in literature only combined
methodology is combined
ply this methodology only to the with neural network with MLP arwith neural networks and
fourth-order Runge-Kutta. There chitecture in [18,56-59]. There is
in [65] it is combined with
is no such methodology, for exam- also no such methodology comfuzzy logic.
ple, combined with fuzzy logic.
bined with fuzzy logic.
Easily applicable in control
Application in predictive control
More easily applicable in con- theory. In [67,71] the mean
extremely diﬃcult from the mathtrol theory than the Runge-Kutta derivatives methodology is
ematical point of view and still
method. However, there is little used in predictive control. In
open. Open also its application in
known in the literature in this re- adaptive control and in IMC
adaptive control and in IMC strucgard (see [69,70]).
structures the knowledge is
tures.
still open.
Real world models obtained
Real world models obtained only Real world models obtained only
both by empirical methodolby empirical (or indirect) method- by empirical (or indirect) methodogy and by direct methodolology.
ology.
ogy.
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expressions will be as more complex and diﬃcult to obtain as the larger the order of the
integrator employed. To conclude this article, Table 1 presents a comparative description
between the methods of the instantaneous derivatives and the mean derivatives.
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